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Anisotropic irreversibility of the Abrikosov and Josephson flux dynamics
in YBa2ÀxSrxCu3O7Àd single crystals: Bose-glass and vortex-glass features

V. N. Vieira and J. Schaf*
Instituto de Fı´sica, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul - UFRGS, CEP 91501-970, Porto Alegre-RS, Brazil

~Received 26 November 2001; published 5 April 2002!

Very detailed magnetic irreversibility data for fields applied along thec axis or theab plane of a pure and
untwinned YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal and Sr-doped and heavily twinned YBa22xSrxCu3O72d (x50.25,
0.37, and 0.5! single crystals are reported. The irreversibility linesTirr (H) of the pure single crystal show a
considerable planar anisotropy but follow the same power-law regime, for both field orientations, arising
within the conventional flux-creep theories in the whole field range. Very differently, however, theTirr (H)
lines of the doped superconductors exhibit besides large anisotropies, several different regimes. In fields lower
than 8 kOe theTirr (H) data of the doped samples display the de Almeida–Thouless~AT! and Gabay-Toulouse
~GT!-like power-law behaviors, the signature of a frustrated superconductor. For higher-field values, and in
particular forHic, flux dynamics seems to be conventional. However, forHiab and field values above 30
kOe, the flux dynamics displays sharp directional properties along the twinning planes~TP’s! for rotations
about thec axis. This behavior is cusplike, comparable to that caused by columnar defects, which characterizes
a Bose-flux-glass phase. We appoint the superconducting granularity and frustration as responsible for the AT
and GT behaviors below 8 kOe and the strong anisotropic pinning forH parallel to the TP’s as the cause of the
Bose-glass features. On the other hand, the isotropic pinning for large angular displacements or for any angle
in fields below 30 kOe is the most probable cause of the vortex-glass features.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.144531 PACS number~s!: 74.25.Ha, 74.62.Dh, 74.72.Bk, 74.80.Bj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic irreversibility in type-II superconducto
arises from the viscous flow of the magnetic flux unde
driving force, assisted by thermal activation and opposed
pinning forces from defects and surface barriers. This m
netic irreversibility persists up to a certain temperature lim
Tirr (Tirr ,Tc) that varies with the applied field, and de
pends on the nature of the pinning physics of the superc
ductor. The form of the irreversibility line is thus pervade
with information about the pinning mechanisms. High-Tc
oxide superconductors~HTSC’s!, prepared without specia
care, are normally granular and not homogeneous super
ductors. Their magnetic behavior thus depends on two
ferent kinds of flux dynamics; that of the intergrain Josep
son flux and that of the intragrain Abrikosov flux. In order
reach the grains in the bulk or release them, the magn
flux has to traverse the intergrain spaces. Hence flux blo
age at the intergrain spaces acts cumulatively on that wi
the grains. Nevertheless the flux stabilizing mechanisms
each kind of flux has its own peculiarities. The extraordina
complexity of the flux dynamics in the HTSC’s come
mainly from the entanglement of these two kinds of mec
nisms.

Many irreversibility studies1–9 of HTSC’s as a function of
applied field, especially on very clean single crystals,
vealed a surprisingly simple power-law behavior that rela
the irreversibility field to the irreversibility temperatur
Tirr (H):

Hirr ~T!5H0
f c~12t f c!a ~a5 3

2 !. ~1!

Here t f c5Tirr
f c (H)/Tirr

f c (0) and H0
f c as well asTirr

f c (0) are
fitting parameters. This power law arises within the conv
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tional flux-creep~fc! theory10 under the regime of giant flux
creep.1 The basic assumption underlying this theory is th
the superconductor is homogeneous, which is accomplis
in conventional superconducting metals as well as in ne
perfect high-Tc single crystals. This, however, is in clea
conflict with the observed two-step resistive transition, o
served in all imperfect HTSC’s, which denote
granularity.11–15While the higher-temperature step marks t
pairing transition within the grains, the second step is rela
to the coherence transition of the grain aggregate. Altho
the behavior of the magnetic irreversibility line of granul
HTSC’s conforms to Eq.~1! in a vast high-field region,
where the intragranular Abrikosov-flux dynamics dominat
it systematically falls off this regime in a low-field region
The nice description of the magnetic state of the conv
tional superconductors in terms of an Abrikosov vortex l
tice also becomes troubled in the granular superconduc
HTSC’s have plenty of randomly located microscopic a
mesoscopic lattice defects that act as isolated~isotropic!
and/or correlated~anisotropic! pinning centers. In general th
density and randomness of these pinning centers deform
flux line lattice so much that the concept of a lattice becom
inappropriate. When the temperature falls low enough,
vortex system freezes into a two-dimensional amorph
state, a vortex-glass phase. The existence of vortex-g
properties in HTSC’s was theoretically predicted16 ~also see
Refs. 17–20!, and experimentally found in YBaCuO singl
crystals.21

For years YBaCuO single crystals and thin films havi
aligned columnar defects, caused by heavy-ion irradiat
have been known to exhibit strong pinning effects along
ion tracks.22,23Such cusplike directional effects were seen
Bose-glass properties. In recent years Bose-glass prope
©2002 The American Physical Society31-1
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of heavily twinned YBa2Cu3O72d thick films24 as well as
large monodomain YBa2Cu3O72d melt-textured samples25

were also reported, and attributed to the correlated pinnin
the twinning planes~TP’s!. The intersection of TP’s with the
intrinsic pinning planes constitutes a source of strongly
rectional pinning whose effects are in many respects an
gous to that of the columnar defects. Several experime
techniques showed the role of TP’s in flux dynamics as w
as their effect on resistivity,26 magnetization,27 and critical
current density.28 No note, however, was made about Bos
glass properties in typical twinned single crystals.

Partial substitution (1 at. %) of Ba by Sr in the precurs
oxides and carbonates of YBaCuO was found by elect
microscopy29 to result in substitutional Sr impurities at th
Ba site. But this doping also gives rise to a high density
very tiny Sr precipitates within the crystal lattice. These
clusters are surrounded by strain fields that act as str
isotropic pinning centers. Besides the induction of a la
peak effect in the magnetization cycles and correspondin
a hugely~up to 50 times! increased critical current, Sr dopin
also considerably reduces the magnetic irreversibility te
perature limit@Tirr (H)#. This reduction was attributed29 to a
decoration of the twin planes by strain fields from nearby
clusters, but it may also be remarked that Sr doping
presses the critical pairing temperatureTc that also reduces
the irreversibility temperature. On the other hand, the fl
tuation conductivity of YBaCuO, having 25% of Ba subs
tuted for by Sr, revealed, besides a strong depression ofTc ,
an important reduction of the coherence length of
Ginsburg-Landau~GL! order parameter.30 This sharpens
even more the already steep topology of the GL order par
eter reinforcing the superconducting granularity. An incre
of granularity reflects itself in the resistive transition as
relative growth of the step corresponding to the cohere
transition. But it also leads to a decrease in the overall sl
of the magnetic irreversibility line.12,30

Recently we studied theTirr (H) of Sr-doped and heavily
twinned YBa22xSrxCu3O72d single crystals (x50.25 and
0.5! as well as of a polycrystalline sample for fields appli
along thec axis (Hic).30–33 The Tirr (H) data of all these
superconductors revealed a fc power law behavior@Eq. ~1!#
in a major high-field region. Nevertheless below 8 kOe
Tirr (H) data gave account of two different regimes. In t
lowest fields they follow a de Almeida–Thouless~AT!-like
power law.34

H~T!5H0
AT~12tAT!a S a5

3

2D ~2!

wheretAT5Tirr
AT(H)/Tirr

AT(0), andH0
AT andTirr

AT(0) are fitting
parameters. At about 0.8 kOe theTirr (H) data suddenly
change slope and bend in the opposite sense, followin
Gabay-Toulouse~GT!-like power law35

H5H0
GT~12tGT!a S a5

1

2D ~3!
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where tGT5Tirr
GT(H)/Tirr

GT(0), H0
GT and Tirr

GT(0) are fitting
parameters. If the behavior of theTirr (H) data for (Hic) is
so rich, an obvious question concerns its behavior whenH
points along theab plane.

The magnetic irreversibility limit of single-crysta
HTSC’s was found to be systematically higher for fields a
plied along theab plane (Hiab) than for a field along thec
axis (Hic).5–9 These anisotropicTirr (H) data are usually
ascribed to the intrinsic planar structure of the HTSC, a
can be well fitted by Eq.~1! for both field directions. It
should nevertheless be noted that the experimental dat
practically all these irreversibility studies are much too d
crete to reveal the finer details of the irreversibility line.

In the present work we extend our previous magnetic
reversibility @Tirr (H)# study for fields along thec axis33 to
the case of fields applied along theab planes (Hiab). Be-
sides large planar anisotropies and the same AT and
power-law behaviors in low fields as forHic, we identify
Bose-glass and vortex-glass features in high fields. We re
these properties to the anisotropic pinning of the twinn
planes.

II. SAMPLE PROCESSING
AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES

The pure YBa2Cu3O72d and the doped
YBa22xSrxCu3O72d (x50.1, 0.25, 0.37, and 0.5! single
crystals were grown by the CuO flux method. The high
pure Y2O3, BaCO3, SrCO3 and CuO powders, thoroughl
mixed in proportions1:2(22x):2x:10 of Y, Ba, Sr, and Cu,
respectively, were piled up on the higher side of a tilt
(15°) ZrO2 tray, and slowly heated in air from room tem
perature to 1020 °C for 10 h. The temperature was ma
tained at 1020 °C for 1 h and then uniformly cooled to
900 °C for 48 h. During this temperature ramp the satura
flux flows out from the mixture down to the lower side of th
tray, and, on slowly evaporating, the single crystals grow
from the flux. Subsequently the furnace was cooled slow
past 700 °C and then down to room temperature. The sin
crystals in the form of thin platelets of about 0.1 mm
thickness are easily removed, as they stick little to the s
face of the flux, attached to it only along the border. O
crucial condition to be met, in order to succeed in growi
crystals, is not heating the flux directly from above. In
second round the single crystals were encapsulated w
two polycrystalline YBaCuO minidishes, and treated in pu
flowing oxygen at 450 °C for ten days and then slow
cooled to room temperature. X-ray diffraction on seve
single crystals revealed no trace of strange phases, and
lattice parameters were in reasonable agreement with the
ues in the literature for the nominal Sr concentrations.36–38

The superconducting transition temperaturesTc were deter-
mined from the first inflection of the magnetization as
function of temperature, measured in fields of 10 Oe wh
slowly warming after zero-field cooling. Figure 1 display
the normalized magnetization curves for the different Sr c
centrations. TheTc values correspond to those in th
literature,36–38 and scale linearly with the Sr concentration

An examination of single crystals with polarized light m
1-2
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ANISOTROPIC IRREVERSIBILITY OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144531
croscopy, although unable to visualize individual twinni
planes, shows the twin directions and the domain landsc
of twinned regions. Most of our single crystals were heav
twinned, presenting mosaics of numerous small orthogo
twining domains similar to the findings by transmission ele
tron microscopy.29 Some were of monodomain nature,
showed several large twinning domains; others showed
twinned regions or were not twinned at all. Figure 2 exe
plifies the kind of polarized light images for incidence alo
the c axis and the analyzer turned to minimum transmiss
of the reflected light.

For our magnetic and magnetoresistivity measureme
we chose heavily twinned single crystals that otherwise sh
a very clean appearance. The shape was approximately
of rectangles with somewhat irregular borders; see
sample dimensions in Table I. The plane of the single cr
tals could be aligned along the field direction to within 1°
precision. This alignment, although somewhat critical

FIG. 1. The normalizedM (T) curves for YBa22xSrxCu3O72d

(x50, 0.1, 0.25, 0.37, and 0.5! samples. The inset displaysTc as a
function of the Sr concentration.
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low fields, becomes much more smooth for high fields.
The main experimental tool to investigate the magne

irreversibility of superconductors is dc magnetization. F
our magnetization measurements we used a SQUID~super-
conducting quantum interference device! MPMS-XL magne-
tometer from Quantum Design, and our method consiste
first cooling down the sample to temperatures well belowTc

in zero field@zero-field cooling~ZFC!#. Then, measuring the
magnetization (MZFC) while slowly warming the sample
(0.2 K/min or less! up to T@Tc in a constant field selecte
within 0.003-50 kOe, and subsequently measuringMFC

while cooling back@field cooling ~FC!# in the same field.
Although this method is the most appropriate one for m
surements of the magnetic irreversibilities, it can be sign
cantly affected by residual temperature gradients becaus
its intrinsic temperature cycling. In the case of supercondu

FIG. 2. Typical polarized light photoprint of a
YBa1.75Sr0.25Cu3O72d single crystal for incidence along thec axis
and the analyzer at minimum transmission of reflected light.
s
TABLE I. The fitting parameters of the single crystalsa, H0, andTirr (0) for the various regimes, a
found for each sample and forH applied parallel to thec axis or theab plane, are indicated by fc for the
high-field flux-creep regime and by AT and GT for the two low-field frustration-dominated regimes.

Samples Hic Hiab
~dimension! fit a H0(kOe) Tirr (0)(K) a H0(kOe) Tirr (0)(K)

YBa2Cu3O72d fc 1.5060.05 820.50 92.70 1.6060.04 4401.82 92.48
0.130.230.3 mm3

YBa1.75Sr0.25Cu3O72d-S1 fc 1.5060.09 475.91 89.04 1.5360.15 5210.52 87.72
0.130.230.3 mm3 GT 0.5260.05 25.57 87.15 0.4860.06 37.48 86.93

AT 1.5260.11 661.31 87.88 1.5260.12 191.3 87.8
YBa1.75Sr0.25Cu3O72d-S2 fc 1.560.09 464.16 89.46 1.660.2 4163.56 87.7
0.130.230.3 mm3 GT 0.5260.05 25.57 87.15 0.5560.1 54.61 86.53

AT 1.5260.1 661.31 87.88 1.5260.15 303.44 87.71
YBa1.63Sr0.37Cu3O72d fc 1.460.09 495.63 86 1.6560.24 5291.71 85.96
0.130.230.3 mm3 GT 0.6060.07 27.31 85.51 0.4560.11 18.68 85.44

AT 1.4560.38 538.78 85.88 1.6060.24 1113.89 85.96
YBa1.5Sr0.5Cu3O72d fc 1.5060.08 583.70 85.40 1.4860.2 2419.4 85
0.130.230.3 mm3 GT 0.5060.05 20.00 84.30 0.5560.27 41.94 83.64

AT 1.5160.05 465.70 85.20 1.4860.05 379.5 85
1-3
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V. N. VIEIRA AND J. SCHAF PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 144531
ors these temperature gradients are also modulated by
variable thermal conductivity of these materials nearTc .
Moreover, the low signal at the zero cross point near
superconducting transition, where the paramagnetic sig
takes over the diamagnetic one, causes difficulties to the
tomatic sample centering system and thereby introduc
distortions of the data about this region. All these effects
very misleading if not adequately bypassed. We first m
mized the temperature gradients~to less than 0.1 K!, and
then corrected for the constant and linear terms in the
sidual temperature gradient and used a zero suppression
nique to prevent the magnetic signal from crossing zero.

We also made magnetoresistivity measurements in o
to obtain better insight into the superconducting granula
of our samples. To perform these measurements we us
four-contact technique in a low-current low-frequency ac
perimental setup, where a lock-in amplifier was used a
null detector. During the measurements the temperature
swept very slowly (0.05 K/min) and measured with a
resistor corrected for magnetoresistance effects withi
resolution of 231023 K. The magnetoresistance data poin
of the sample were closely spaced so that the tempera
derivative of the resistivity,dr/dT could be numerically
calculated.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Magnetoconductivity

The resistive transitionr(T) of a granular superconducto
occurs visibly in two stages, the temperature derivat
(dr/dT) showing a well-defined peak related to the pairi
transition and a shoulder at the lower-temperature side
lated to the coherence transition.39 Even small applied fields
are well known to distort the phase of the GL order para
eter significantly within the grain junctions, thereby weake
ing their coupling energy and the pinning strength.40 Magne-
toresistivity measurements provide detailed informat
about the superconducting transition within the grains,
coherence transition, and the fluctuation conductivity.

In order to compare the resistive transitions of superc
ductors with different granularities, in Fig. 3 we display t
magnetoresistive transitions and the respective tempera
derivatives of our nearly perfect YBa2Cu3O72d single crys-
tal as well as of the doped YBa1.9Sr0.1Cu3O72d and
YBa1.75Sr0.25Cu3O72d single crystals. The measuremen
were accomplished with low-density measuring currents
fields from zero to 0.6 kOe applied along theab plane. Note
that, while the upper temperature peak ofdr/dT barely
changes with an applied field, the shoulder or low
temperature peak is strongly affected by it, becoming rou
and drastically decreased. This behavior of the shoulder c
acterizes it as a granularity effect related to the cohere
transition. The complete absence of the shoulder indr/dT of
the pure single crystal shows that this superconductor h
vanishing granularity and no junctions at all. The narrow a
small secondary peaks at the lower-temperature side to
main peak ofdr/dT of the doped single crystal withx
50.1 shows that this sample has few superconducting gr
linked by junctions of approximately the same quality. T
analogous behavior of the lower-temperature peak of
14453
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single crystal withx50.25 shows that this granular supe
conductor has many similar links.

B. Magnetic irreversibilities

The magnetization along theab plane of our pure and
doped YBaCuO single crystals is typically about an order
magnitude smaller than along thec axis, but still within a
range of very good resolution of the SQUID magnetome
The ratio between the critical currents within the CuO2
planes or normal to them is of about the same order. T
most accurate determination of the magnetic irreversibi
limit can be achieved by dc magnetization methods. We m
sured the magnetization while slowly warming the samp
after zero-field cooling (MZFC), and subsequentlyMFC ,
while cooling back in the same field. This was repeated fo
large number of applied field values. SubtractingMZFC from
MFC for the same field value generates an array of differe
data (DM5MFC-MZFC). The temperature point where th
DM data abandon the zero base line, defined by the up
reversible temperature region, is the irreversibility lim
(Tirr ) for that field. While in high fields (H.10 kOe) Tirr
could be determined to within 0.5 K or better, in the lowe

FIG. 3. The resistive transitions~upper panels! and the respec-
tive temperature derivates~lower panels! of the pure~left! and two
doped~right! YBaCuO single crystals with the indicated Sr conce
trations. The mesurements are forHiJiab. We call attention to the
different temperature scales and the drastic effect of the app
field on the coherence transition peak at the left-hand side of
main peak of the two doped samples.
1-4
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ANISOTROPIC IRREVERSIBILITY OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144531
fields this precision improves to 0.2 K or better. On the ot
hand, the applied field could be read to within a fraction
an oersted after correcting for the remanent field of the
perconducting coil.

An overview of our data analysis is displayed in Fig.
where examples ofDM data are shown. There the vertic
arrows indicate the irreversibility limits. The insets show t
correspondingMZFC and MFC data, which in general con
verge only asymptotically. Therefore, locating the irreve
ibility limit directly from the splitting of theMZFC andMFC
data is liable to considerable systematic error. The meth
employed by some authors, using a minimum differen
standard to delimit reversible from irreversible regimes,
very misleading since the convergence ofMZFC and MFC
varies enormously with the applied field. The irreversibil
limit can in general be located much more sharply in plots
the difference dataDM .

Plotting theTirr (H) data of a sample for the whole arra
of field values in aH-T diagram defines its irreversibility
line. Figure 5 displays theTirr (H) data of a pure
YBa2Cu3O72d single crystal for fields applied along theab
plane (Hiab) together with those forHic from Ref. 33. The

FIG. 4. Difference data DM5MFC2MZFC of the
YBa1.63Sr0.37Cu3O72d single crystal for the indicated field value
(Hiab). The three panels at the left display the data for a field
45°, with respect to the TP’s, and the right-hand panels that
fields parallel to the TP’s. The vertical arrows indicate the irreve
ibility limit. The insets display the respectiveMZFC andMFC data
curves.
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continuous lines through these data are fittings to the
power law @Eq. ~1!#. The inset highlights the low-field de
tails, and shows that the same fitting, good in the high-fi
range, also fits the low-field data well. The fitting paramet
are given in Table I. The considerably anisotropic behav
of Tirr (H) for Hic andHiab is well known to be intrinsic
to the planar superconducting structure of the HTS
The H-T diagrams for Tirr (H) of the Sr-doped
YBa22xSrxCu3O72d (x50.25 and 0.5! single crystals for
Hiab, are shown respectively in Figs. 6 and 7, together w
t
r
-

FIG. 5. The irreversibility data of the pure single crystal forHic
~left! andHiab ~right!. The continuous curves are fittings to the
power law from the flux-creep theories,@Eq. ~1!#. We remark that
the fitting is good in the whole field range.

FIG. 6. The irreversibility data of the YBa1.75Sr0.25Cu3O72d

single crystal~sample 1! for Hic ~left! andHiab ~right!. The con-
tinuous lines through these data are fittings to the fc power law.
remark that, forHiab, the data above a kink at about 30 kOe, fa
increasingly to the left of the fitting, and in the low-field region fa
systematically off the fittings forHic as well as forHiab. The
dashed line is a guide to the eye. The inset highlights the data in
low-field region. The continuous lines in the inset, indicated by
or GT, are fittings to Eqs.~2! and ~3!, respectively. There is a sud
den increase of the pinning at about 8 kOe forHiab.
1-5
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V. N. VIEIRA AND J. SCHAF PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 144531
the respective data forHic from Ref. 33. In addition, Fig. 8
displays theTirr (H) data for Hic and Hiab of another
YBa1.75Sr0.25Cu3O72d single crystal of the same batch as th
of Fig. 6. Except for differentTc values~see Fig. 1! and for
somewhat different slopes, the overall aspect of the irrev
ibility profiles of all these samples are very similar.

Corrections for a demagnetizing field, although somew
increasing the overall slope of the irreversibility lineTirr (H)
for Hic, is very small forHiab. We have not corrected th
data for demagnetizing fields, since they do not change
main trend of theTirr (H) lines and are innocuous to all ou
conclusions.

The most important features common to all samples
the strongc-axis/ab-plane anisotropies ofTirr (H) in the
high-field region and the characteristic marks of the Jose
son flux dynamics in the low-field region of the doped sing
crystals; see the insets in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. In the m
high-field region (H.8 kOe), where the flux dynamics i
dominated by the Abrikosov vortices, theTirr (H) data for
Hic could be well fitted in the whole field range by the
power law. However, all attempts to fit the correspond
high-field Tirr (H) data forHiab, in the whole field range

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for sample YBa1.5Sr0.5Cu3O72d .

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6, but for another single crystal of
YBa1.75Sr0.25Cu3O72d ~sample 2!.
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by a unique power law failed. This is because all these d
exhibit a curious kink at about 30 kOe, suggesting two d
ferent regimes, one above and another below 30 kOe. In
lower-field range (8 kOe,H,30 kOe) the data could be
well fitted by Eq.~1!; see the fitting parameters in Table
After seeing Ref. 25, where a similar kink was observed i
twinning monodomain melt-textured YBa2Cu3O72d sample
and explained in terms of the anisotropic pinning by TP
we conjectured that the kinks in ourTirr (H) data should
have the same origin. Indeed, all the single crystals use
our irreversibility studies to this point show a mosaiclik
twinning landscape, and we did not take care to align
TP’s along the field.

In order to make a closer investigation of the contributi
of the TP’s, we prepared a batch of YBa1.63Sr0.37Cu3O72d
single crystals of intermediary Sr concentration. After sele
ing a single crystal, presenting a twinning configuration sim
lar to the previously measured ones, we made a full seque
of measurements ofTirr (H) for fields applied along thec
axis and along theab plane. ForHiab we remark that the
irreversibility in the difference plotsDM ~see examples in
Fig. 4! for fields parallel to the TP’s starts at a higher tem
perature than for the same field applied 45 ° off of the TP
but is considerably less abrupt. We understand this m
gradual rise of the irreversibility as an indication that only
part of the magnetic flux is effectively pinned by the TP
The whole set ofTirr (H) data, shown in theH-T diagram of
Fig. 9, clearly reveals a contribution related to the orientat
of the field with respect to the TP’s above 30 kOe. While o
Tirr (H) data forHiab andH parallel to TP’s could be well
fitted by Eq.~1! in the whole field range above 8 kOe, th
data for H at 45 ° off of the TP’s could be fitted by thi
power law only up to a maximum of 30 kOe, where the
data coincide within experimental precision with those forH
parallel to TP’s. All our fitting parameters are listed in Tab
I. The dashed line through theTirr (H) data above 30 kOe in
Figs. 6–9 are guides to the eye.

In the low-field region~typically H,8 kOe) theTirr (H)
data for all our granular superconducting samples, regard

e

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 6, but for a sample YBa1.63Sr0.37Cu3O72d

single crystal, including measurements forHiab wiht H parallel to
TP’s or at 45° off the TP’s.
1-6
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of fields applied along thec axis or theab plane, are very
similar, and systematically exhibit the symptoms of the
sephson flux dynamics in a frustrated superconductor.
continuous lines through theTirr (H) data in the insets o
Figs. 6–9, indicated by AT and GT, are fittings to Eqs.~2!
and ~3!, respectively~see the fitting parameters in Table I!.
These AT and GT features were also observed in prev
magnetic irreversibility studies in polycrystalline as well
in single-crystal YBa22xSrxCu3O72d compounds for
Hic.12,30–33The AT and GT power laws are originally know
from the magnetic irreversibility lines of spin glasses,41 and
are the fingerprints of frustrated systems. In this low-fie
region ourTirr (H) data also exhibit a relatively small aniso
ropy for Hic or Hiab. Curiously this anisotropy is system
atically reversed with respect to that in high fields, and c
not be inverted by correcting for a demagnetizing field on
these corrections would increase it a little bit. Another s
tematic and curious feature of theTirr (H) data for Hiab
occurs near 8 kOe, where the Abrikosov flux dynamics ta
over the dominance of the Josephson flux dynamics. The
sudden increase of the flux pinning strength with increas
field is seen, an event analogous to the peak effect in h
theresis cycles. Apparently it signals the onset of the pinn
by the TP’s.

IV. DISCUSSION

When the trapped flux is acted upon by a motive fo
lower than the critical strength, but sufficiently assisted
thermal activation, it creeps in the form of a damped mot
of isolated fluxons. This dissipative motion is the origin
the irreversibility. An increasing applied magnetic field
well known to affect the effectiveness of the pinning mech
nisms, chiefly that of the Josephson-junctions, which is
pecially sensitive to fields.40 Therefore flux dynamics, par
ticularly at the irreversibility limit, is expected to reflec
much of the physics involved in the flux stabilizing mech
nisms. This is especially the case in the low-field region
granular superconductors where the Josephson-flux dyn
ics is dominant and flux pinning by junctions and weak lin
is largely gauged by disorder and frustration. However,
order to obtain access to this physics it is essential to ob
precise and sufficiently detailed irreversibility data.

The density and precision of our measurements
Tirr (H), allowed us to put into evidence finer details of t
magnetic irreversibility line of our granular HTSC’s. For in
stance, we could see the effect of the strongly anisotro
pinning of the TP’s. But the most relevant features are th
of the AT- and GT-like regimes, respectively@Eqs. ~2! and
~3!#, that were previously found in several granul
superconductors.12,30–33 The fact that most irreversibility
studies in the literature, which certainly did not all use nea
perfect single crystals, did not detect these details is
mainly to the excessive discreteness of the data points, e
cially in the low-field region. But another crucial point con
cerns the method used to extract the irreversibility limit fro
the raw data.

In reality the profiles of our data are not in isolatio
with those of other detailed irreversibility studies. For i
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stance the general trend of theTirr (H) data of a
Bi2.22xPbxSr1.8CaCu2Oy ,42 Bi2.15Sr1.85CaCu2O81d ,43 and
Hg0.7Pb0.3Ba2Ca2Cu3Oy

44 superconductors show, in additio
to the typical high-field flux-creep regime, two low-field re
gimes that recall quite well theH2T diagrams of our doped
single crystals. Recently the magnetic irreversibility data o
Sr-doped YBa2Cu4O8 single crystal in fields up to 5 kOe,45

applied along thec axis, also indicated two regimes in th
field region that are compatible with AT- and GT-like pow
laws.

The possible theoretical meaning of the AT- and GT-li
power-law regimes ofTirr (H) in granular superconductor
was discussed, based on the completely analogous beha
of the magnetic irreversibility of the spin glasses, in seve
previous papers.12,33,46 The key ingredient giving rise to
these power-law regimes is frustration. It arises from
disorder and the multiconnectedness of such supercond
ing grain aggregates.40 It is important to remark that the su
perconducting granularity of the HTSC’s is not just polycry
tallinity. Due to the very short coherence length of t
Ginsburg-Landau order parameter of these materials,14 any
lattice defects, extended or localized, give rise to a gran
character even in the case of single crystals.15,33Moreover, a
partial substitution of Ba by Sr, in polycrystallin
YBa2Cu3O72d , has been verified to cause a decrease in
coherence length,30 thereby sharpening the already steep
pology of the GL order parameter even more. This, wh
strengthening the superconducting granularity, also re
forces the AT- and GT-like regimes.

Another central aspect of our experimental results c
cerns the anisotropic flux pinning mechanisms. The origin
the large anisotropy between theTirr (H) branches forHic
andHiab in the high-field region is well known to be intrin
sic to the planar superconducting structure of HTSC’s.
low fields, where granularity effects and the Josephson
dynamics are dominant, the anisotropy of the magnetic i
versibility could hardly be expected to be large. Effective
our Tirr (H) data show only a very small anisotropy in th
low-field range; curiously this is systematically the conve
of that in high fields. This small anisotropy is mainly a co
sequence of the fact that the slope~seeH0

AT values in Table I!
in the AT-like range ofTirr (H) is systematically lower for
Hiab than for Hic. But this reverses in the field rang
where GT-like regimes hold~see theH0

GT values in Table I!.
These facts suggest that in the AT-like regime the phase
order induced by the field is more drastic when it poin
along theab plane. This is precisely what we expecte
given that the weaker junctions along thec axis come into
question only for fields applied along theab planes. Never-
theless, for reasons that are not clear at this moment,
slopes ofTirr (H) for Hiab andHic in the range of the GT
regime are reversed with respect to those in the AT rang

The newest feature of theTirr (H) data, disclosed in the
present work, is a contribution of the anisotropic pinning
the TP’s to the magnetic irreversibility forHiab. This aniso-
tropic pinning, that depends on the field orientation with
spect to the TP’s, adds up to the planar anisotropy leadin
Bose-glass or vortex-glass properties. The role of the T
1-7
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becomes clear considering that the CuO2 planes are@001#-
like while the TP’s are@110#- or @11̄0#-like. The intersec-
tions of the weaker superconducting layers, sandwiched
tween the CuO2 planes, with TP’s that can take two possib
orthogonal directions, constitute correlated one-dimensio
defects analogous to columnar defects. ForHiab and H
aligned with a family of TP’s, the flux lines, already trapp
between the CuO2 planes by the intrinsic pinning, lock int
the TP’s to a considerable extent, resulting in a signific
additional pinning energy. ForH.30 kOe the flux line mat-
ter becomes very rigid. Therefore, ifHiab and the single
crystal is rotated about thec axis, the fluxons eventually ar
prevented from locking into the TP’s if the angle of the fie
with respect to the TP’s exceeds a critical value. This cau
a loss of the additional pinning and a shift of the irreversib
ity limit to the lower-temperature side.25 The variation of the
flux pinning strength as a function of this angular displa
ment is cusplike. This critical directional behavior is usua
seen as the distinctive behavior of a bosonlike system. In
case of HTSC’s it is a Bose-glass phase, because the fl
configuration is already glassy as a result of the random
ning defects. Nevertheless, for fields below 30 kOe, wh
the irreversibility temperature is high enough to cause la
fluctuations of the flux lines and a softening of the vort
line lattice, the vortices are allowed to better accommod
them into the defects. However, within these conditions
flux pinning is isotropic, produced by the collectivity of th
P
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defects and dominated by the TP’s. This enhances the m
netic irreversibility isotropically about thec axis, so that in
this field region only the vortex-glass features are met.

The fact that we could well fit our high-fieldTirr (H) data
for Hiab and parallel to TP’s by the fc power law from
flux-creep theories in the whole field range indicates t
these very anisotropic pinning effects, not considered in c
ventional flux creep theories, do not invalidate the gene
trends of this theoretical approach in high fields, at least
what concerns the magnetic irreversibility.

In summary, our results for theTirr (H) of granular
HTSC’s, besides confirming the intrinsic planar anisotro
show that the conventional flux-creep regime is valid in
vast high-field region. Moreover, the cusplike variation
Tirr (H) about the direction of the TP’s for rotations of th
single crystals about thec axis in fields above 30 kOe and fo
Hiab attest to the properties of a Bose-flux-glass. Its mo
isotropic behavior for angles above a critical value or for a
angle in field values below 30 kOe and above 8 kOe deno
vortex-glass features. On the other hand, the behavio
Tirr (H), according to AT- and GT-like power laws in field
below 8 kOe, where the Josephson flux dynamics domina
indicates a frustrated system.
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